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Le 405 Bar à Bières 

"Beer Haven"

A short distance away from Place Bellacour, the Le 405 Bar à Bières

doubles up as a sports bar and a beer garden, serving at least 40 beers on

tap and other bottled varieties. This place enjoys great happy hours and

invites tourist to revel in their fun, breezy atmosphere. A mezzanine

separates the sports-watching section from the quieter, more beer-centric

portion of the bar. Non-beer enthusiasts can find solace in other alcoholic

varieties such as rum, whiskey and cocktails. To nibble on, there are

homemade varieties of hot dogs, pizzas and other American fast food

available on the menu.

 +33 982202513

(Reservations)

 www.bar-a-biere-lyon.fr/  contact@bar-a-biere-lyon.fr  9 rue Constantine, Lyon
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Les Fleurs du Malt le Bar 

"Around the World in 224 Beers"

Les Fleurs du Malt le Bar located on Quai Romain Rolland boasts of a

whopping collection of nearly 224 bottled beers, and around 16 beer

varieties on tap that change each day. The brews make their way from

around the world, with classic Belgian, Dutch, German and regional

French beers gracing the cellars of this pub. The atmosphere is jovial and

carefree, with live music and happy hours. Come here for a leisurely

evening with friends, after a day of exploring the city.

 +33 4 7265 6416  lesfleursdumaltlebar.fr/  contact@lesfleursdumaltle

bar.fr

 15 Quai Romain Rolland,

Lyon
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The Beers 

"Beer on the Terrace"

Set in amber confines that mirror everyone's favorite beverage, The Beers

is a convivial bar to grab a few drinks after a day of exploring the city. The

selection of beer comes wide and varied, with everything from Belgian

brews to local French ones. Delicious charcuterie boards with French

bread and cheese perfectly complement the drinks. A terrace overlooking

Saint-Paul's is easily highlight of The Beers, and offers a scintillating

experience in warm summers, when there is also live music to be heard.

Get here early to grab a good spot.

 +33 4 7200 2360  3 Place Saint-Paul, Lyon
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